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Foreword
The 4th Annual Meeting of the Australian Experimental High Energy Physics Consortium was
held at ANSTO on the 1 lth and 12th of December, with a workshop on software development
and applications held at the University of Sydney on the 13th. Over 30 people attended the
Meeting. A wide range of talks on the progress of the NOMAD and ATLAS experiments and
related research were presented, plus talks on the Heavy Ion Physics which is also being
carried out in collaboration with CERN.

The NOMAD detector was completed in August with the addition of the final Drift Chamber
modules. CERN has recently agreed that the experiment will continue data taking until the end
of 1997. Over the year our team has made a major contribution to the number of experimental
shifts carried out, and a team member had responsibility as Run Coordinator for the final 6
week period of the year. Presentations summarised the Australian contributions to the
development and application of hardware and software for detector operations, and the
physics studies and data analysis being carried out. It was pleasing to see the degree of
cooperation within the Australian team and with our overseas colleagues.

The ATLAS program is also proceeding at a rapid pace. Since our last Meeting, the ATLAS
Technical Proposal has been accepted, and the CERN Director General has recommended to
the Review Board that ATLAS be approved. The Australian team continues to make a valued
contribution to the Semi-Conductor Tracker (SCT) component of the Inner Detector. Of
particular importance has been the research on radiation damage in Si, and testing of detectors
and electronics during test beam runs at CERN. Australia played a leading role in the "
organisation and control of the September test beam program. Interesting research
developments on the basic physics of Si and GaAs detector performance were presented. A
program to fabricate GaAs strip detectors has commenced, with potential for technology
enhancement in Australia. In parallel with the detector development for ATLAS, work has
also been carried out on computer simulation of particle events in the detector, both to
develop understanding of the forefront physics that the experiment will allow, and to aid
detector design optimisation. It was pleasing to welcome the increasing participation of
Wollongong University in the program on HEP detector development and applications.

Proposals were discussed for possible follow on experiments to NOMAD in order to ensure
that the program remains as well balanced in 3-4 years time as it is now. It is an indication of
Australia's growing reputation in this field that we have been invited to participate in at least 4
other experiments at CERN and elsewhere.

Australian participation in these projects at CERN has been made possible by funding from:
ARC Large Research Grants, ARC Infrastructure Grants, the DIST International Science and
Technology Program, and special funding from ANSTO. We acknowledge and thank these
organisations for their support.

I conclude with thanks to AINSE for the use of their Conference Room and other facilities
during the 2 days at ANSTO, and with the observation that the Australia-CERN collaboration
is proceeding extremely well.

I J Donnelly (Editor)
15/12/95
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NOMAD: Hardware and General Operations

F.J. Paul Soler,
Falkiner High Energy Physics Department,

The University of Sydney, 2006, NSW.

NOMAD, one of the two neutrino oscillation experiments at the CERN SPS, has been taking data
successfully in 1995. During 1994 problems weie encountered with the drift chambers that serve as a
target for the neutrino interactions and for particle tracking. These problems have now been solved,
and the new drift chambers were installed in stages during 1995, with the detector becoming fully
operational in August. Additional hardware improvements, such as the construction of a hadronic
calorimeter, a forward calorimeter and VME based trigger electronics that allow multiple triggers
to be processed have increased the physics capabilities of the detector. NOMAD recorded 1.5 x 107

triggers in the neutrino spills during 1995, corresponding to an estimated 3.0 x 10s charged current
neutrino interactions in the target mass, approximately 30% of the neutrino interactions needed to
achieve the v^ to vT oscillation limits originally stated in the NOMAD proposal.

Introduction

During 1994 the situation in NOMAD was somewhat uncertain. Major problems were
found with the drift chambers that form the active target of the experiment. The
adhesive that was used to glue the cathode strips of the drift chambers, (made out
of mylar) with the mechanical support structure (kevlar) was found to be inadequate
for a long term experiment. These strips developed bubbles of gas that increased the
field between the cathode strips and the field wires causing overcurrents that made
them incapable of holding high voltage for any length of time. In addition, the data
acquisition system proved to be very unstable.

Since the SPS only delivered 8.2 x 1019 protons on the T9 neutrino target during 1994,
and NOMAD only took data corresponding to about 50% of the beam time, with a
greatly reduced target of only about 10 drift chambers (out of a total of 44) the useful
1994 data set was only 3 to 4% of the expected number of 1.1 x 106 fM charged current
interactions expected from the NOMAD proposal [1] for two years of data taking.

A drift chamber working group was formed to solve the problems with the bubble
formation. Their reccommendation was to use a very specialised polymerising glue to
solve the difficult technical problem of gluing the mylar strips onto the kevlar substrate.
A workshop was set up at CERN to repair the damaged drift chambers, and the
production line at Saclay was modified to include the new gluing technique. The drift
chambers were installed in stages throughout 1995, with the full complement in place
by 15 August 1995.

Other improvements at the beginning of 1995 were:

• the installation of a hadron calorimeter, by the Harvard and Amherst groups, to
enable an energy measurement of the hadrons that are not contained within the
electromagenetic calorimeter,

• the installation of a calorimeter in the iron supports in front of NOMAD by the
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Dortmund group, to increase the number of measureable neutrino interactions
that would enable detailed studies of di-muon events from charm production and
a search for neutral heavy particles,

• an extension of the veto system by the Australian groups, for complete coverage
of the new forward calorimeter,

• the construction of programmable VME trigger boards for each subdetector, also
by the Dortmund group, that allowed the simultaneous acquisition of up to 6
triggers,

• a redesign of the NOMAD run control for the data acquisition, thereby eliminat-
ing the instabilities in the on-line system experienced in 1994,

• and the implementation of an absolute event timing unit by the UCLA group, to
enable accurate time stamping of each event.

NOMAD Operations in 1905

The SPS performed very well during the running period of 1995. It delivered 1.96 x 1019

protons on all the targets (compared to 1.22 x 1019 protons in 1994). The neutrino
target T9 received 1.26 x 1019 of those protons (compared to 8.2 x 1019 in 1994), which
was about 5% more than expected.

The NOMAD 1995 run can be divided up into four running periods depending on
the number of drift chamber (DC) modules (4 drift chambers in every module, 11
modules for the full detector) that were in place inside the detector. The following
table summarises the conditions of the four periods and the number of events obtained
for each period:

Dates
18/4/95-8/5/95
9/5/95-26/6/95
27/6/95-15/8/95
15/8/95-11/10/95
Total

Runs
6954-7595
7674-8375
8595-9344
9576-10418

DC Modules
2
4
8
11

Protons
0.35 x 1018

2.80 x 1018

3.35 x 1018

3.03 x 1018

9.5 x 1018

iV-CC
2.9 x 103

4.7 x 104

1.12 x 10s

1.39 x 10B

3.0 x 10s

Triggers
1.6 x 10*
3.9 x 10*
5.0 x 10*
5.7 x 106

1.5 x 10r

The total number of protons on target (pot) that the SPS delivered while NOMAD
was taking data was 9.5 x 1018, which corresponds to an active time of 76%. The
periods when NOMAD did not take data were normally when there was drift chamber
installation work taking place. The total number of triggers in the neutrino spills
recorded by NOMAD was 1.5 x 10T. The estimated number of i/M charged current
events in the target area corresponding to this luminosity is 3.0 x 10s, about 27%
of the expected number of events in the NOMAD proposal [1] (this is based on an
estimation of 1.1 x 106 v^ charged current events for 2.4 x 1019 pot).

NOMAD took data in 1995 with four triggers in the neutrino spills:



• V Tj T3, the normal neutrino trigger in the drift chamber target,

• V8 FCAL, neutrino interactions in the forward calorimeter,

ECAL, neutrino interactions in the electromagnetic calorimeter,

• Vs Ti T2 FCAL/ou} quasi-elastic like events with a low signal in the forward
calorimeter,

and two triggers in the muon flat-top between the two neutrino spills:

• V Tj Tj, which selects muons for calibrations, and

• V Ti T2 ECAL, selecting ^-electrons also for calibration purposes.

The rates can be summarised in the following table:

Trigger
VTx T2
V8 FCAL
VE ECAL
V8 Ti T2 FCAL Jw

VTj T2

V Ti T2 ECAL

Spills
1/1 and 1/2
Vi and t/2
v\ and t/2
V\ and 1/2
Muon flat-top
Muon flat-top

Trigger Rate
~ 5/1013 pot
~ 6/1013 pot
~ 2/1013 pot
~ 1/1013 pot
~ 50 /spill
~ 1 /spiU

Live Time
~89%
~ 9 1 %
~83%
~ 9 1 %

The data was sorted under different data streams, according to trigger, gate and fil-
tering level to facilitate book-keeping and analysis. This information is stored in the
NOMAD database [2].

In addition, there was a cosmic ray run for two days in October in which 2.2 x 106

cosmic triggers were taken to simulate approximately one year's worth of background
in the neutrino spills.

Conclusions

After initial problems in 1994, especially with the drift chambers, NOMAD has had
a successful year. The drift chambers are now working extremely well. NOMAD also
enhanced its physics capabilities during 1995 by some hardware improvements, like
the addition of a hadronic and a forward calorimeter and the implementation of some
VME triggering electronics.

NOMAD collected ~ 3.0 x 10B i/M charged current interactions in the drift chamber
target, approximately 30% of the expected number of interactions envisaged in the
NOMAD proposal. The total number of triggers from the neutrino spills written to
tape was 1.5 x 10r.

References

[1] NOMAD Collaboration, P. Astier et a/., CERN-SPSLC/91-21 (1991), CERN-
SPSLC/91-48 (1991), SPSLC/P261 Add. 1 (1991).

[2] A. Grant, NOMAD Memo 95-38 (1995).
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The Status of the NOMAD Analysis

Stuart Tovey

The University of Melbourne

In October 1995 The NOMAD experiment at CERN completed a six-month period
of data taking. Both the CERN accelerator complex and the NOMAD detector func-
tioned extremely well, and the year was judged to be an outstanding success.

• The machine supplied slightly more than the 1.2 x 1019 'protons-on-target' re-
quested.

• NOMAD had 8 Drift Chamber modules (see below) installed by June and all
11 modules by mid-August. The run continued until mid-October with the best
beam provided in the last months, when the detector was complete and de-
bugged.

• All parts of the detector functioned as expected, or even better.

• The detector as originally conceived was upgraded by the construction of a For-
ward Calorimeter (FCAL) upstream of the main active target, and a Hadronic
Calorimeter (HCAL) downstream. The latter will improve the scope of our oscil-
lation search. The former will allow several new physics topics to be addressed.

• The trigger and data acquisition system was also much improved.

The heart of the experiment is an active target, consisting of 44 Drift Chambers (DCs)
grouped into 11 modules of 4 DCs each. These were of a novel, advanced design, and
did not function well initially. In 1994 only 2 out of 11 modules were present. The
full target mass, and hence event rate per neutrino, was achieved by adding a passive
target of polystyrene just before the two DC modules. An intensive repair program
was initiated, at CERN and at SACLAY, and the chambers performed well in 1995.

The main goal of NOMAD is a search for neutrino oscillations - the transformation of
one type of neutrino into another, in particular u^ -* ur. The observation of such
oscillations would be a scientific discovery of the first magnitude.

NOMAD is a sophisticated and complicated detector. Analysis of the mass of data
recorded is proceding with all due haste, but at least 6 months will be needed for a
first result on oscillations.
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The first objective is to demonstrate that we can reproduce well studied topics in
neutrino physics in order to prove that the detector is functioning as intended. Apart
from the oscillation searches, a short list of topics under active study includes:

• fM Charged Current Interactions.

• ve Charged Current Interactions.

• Particle Production: A^.A,*0,??0.

• NC / CC ratio -* sin*0w.

• Coherent Meson Production: TT+, /?+, D+.

• Open Charm Production: D',D+,D°, Dileptons.

The final NOMAD collaboration meeting for 1995 takes place in CERN a few days
before the present meeting. This talk will cover the highlights of that CERN meeting
from among the above topics, plus any new work that appears for the first time.
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NOMAD Trigger Studies

Kevin Varvell

ANSTO

Introduction

The NOMAD detector relies on an electronic trigger to detect the presence of interesting
interactions and to initiate the data acquisition system. In the early stages of the
experiment, a relatively simple trigger based on NIM logic was in use, employing only
signals from the veto scintillators (V) and two planes of trigger scintillators (Tl and
T2). This allowed for just a single trigger to be available at any given time. At the
beginning of the 1995 experimental run, a more sophisticated system, based on a set of
custom built programmable trigger boards (the so-called "MOTRINO" boards), was
commissioned by the experiment. These boards provided greater flexibility and physics
potential to NOMAD, by allowing for up to six independent triggers to be formed from
input signals which could now include information from the calorimeters. Whilst the
added flexibility came at the cost of extra complexity, the MOTRINO trigger system
has operated very successfully since its introduction.

We report here on the status of an offline study of the NOMAD triggers, which has
several motivations. Of primary importance is to demonstrate, using offline information
recorded by the individual subdetectors comprising NOMAD, that the online trigger
system is functioning as expected. Such an investigation serves to complement the
extensive monitoring which is already carried out online. More specific to the needs
of the offline software and analysis, the reconstruction of tracks and vertices in the
detector requires some knowledge of the time at which the trigger has occured, in
order to locate relevant hits in the drift chambers and muon chambers in particular.
The fact that the different triggers allowed by the MOTRINO board take varying times
to form complicates this task. Finally, an offline trigger algorithm may serve as a tool
to shed light on situations where the online trigger status bits have not been recorded
correctly, as happens in a small number of cases, or as an aid to studies with the aim
of further refinement of the online triggers themselves.

Brief Review of Trigger Types

For the majority of the 1995 run, the MOTRINO trigger board was set up to produce
four different trigger types during the two neutrino spill gates V\ and v2, and two trigger
types during the interspill "flat top" muon gate, when through going muons from other
West Area beams were present in the detector.

The neutrino gate triggers were the following:

Ta The standard trigger for detecting charged current (CC) and neutral current
(NC) neutrino interactions in the drift chamber fiducial volume. The primary use
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of these interactions will be in the search for neutrino oscillations, though they
will produce a rich data set for many other analyses of neutrino interactions.

V8FCAL A trigger to detect CC and NC interactions in the forward calorimeter
(FCAL). These interactions can be used, amongst other things, for the study of
dimuon events, in the search for neutral heavy leptons, and in the determination
of the ratio of neutral to charged current interactions.

V E E C A L A trigger to detect CC and NC interactions occuring in the electromagnetic
calorimeter (ECAL). A primary use of these interactions is to establish the shape
of the neutrino beam profile in NOMAD.

A trigger for quasielastic neutrino and antineutrino CC interactions
in the FCAL. These interactions can help in determining the flux normalization,
and in precisely measuring the ratio of V^ to v^ in the beam.

The muon gate triggers were:

VT1T2 A trigger for through-going muons, used for detector calibration and online
monitoring.

VT1T2ECAL' A trigger to provide a sample of deep inelastic NC muon interactions.
Since the incoming and outgoing muon can be reconstructed, the hadronic shower
can be used to determine the hadronic energy resolution. -

Trigger Timing Studies

The sensitivity of the efficiency of track reconstruction in the drift chambers to the
choice of starting "To" used for finding hits in the drift chamber TDCs was studied,
using V T ^ triggers from run 9094 taken on the 1st August 1995. It was found that the
value To = 1402 ns which is currently employed in the standard offline reconstruction
is a good choice, and that deviations in To from this value by more than the order of
20 ns leads to serious loss of efficiency in track reconstruction.

The suitability of this value of To when reconstructing trigger types other than VT1T2
was investigated, by comparing the results of reconstruction using this value to recon-
struction using

a) A global offset dependent on trigger type, determined by examining the distribution
of TDC hits in the trigger plane T2 for a large number of events.

b) An event by event offset dependent on trigger type, based on modification of the
global offset taking into account the T2 TDC hits for the event in question.

It was found that the canonical value is suitable for the reconstruction of the triggers
VTiT2, VT!T2 and V^T^FCAL'. For V8FCAL triggers a lowering of the To value



by 35 ns is appropriate. A marked improvement in reconstruction efficiency for the
ECAL based triggers is observed when option a) and particularly option b) is employed.
Further study of these corrections, concentrating on those trigger types not explicitly
employing Ti and T2 is necessary.

Finally a preliminary algorithm to determine trigger conditions offline was developed.
This was applied to the trigger types VT1T2 and VT1T2. On the assumption that the
online trigger is correct in each case, an efficiency for the offline algorithm of 99.8%
for VTxT2 and 97.8% for VTiT2 was obtained. Further study is required here also, to
determine whether the remaining inefficiency is attributable to the offline algorithm or
points to problems with the online trigger. Extension of the algorithm to the remaining
trigger types is planned.
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The 3TT channel for r~ detection in NOMAD
- A Status Report

Bruce Yabsley

University of Sydney

1. r —> 3TT decay as a neutrino oscillation signal

The principal physics goal of NOMAD is an appearance search for v^ —•+ vT oscilla-
tions. In the event of oscillations, tau neutrinos interacting in NOMAD

i/T + N —> T~ + X

are to be identified by one of the decay modes of the tau. Supposing a mixing parameter
value of sin2(20) « 2 x 10~3, some 600 r~ would be produced in NOMAD: these must be
identified above a background of 1.3 x 106 charged current events i/M + N —> fi~ + X,
and other processes. (The numbers quoted assume two years of data-taking.) The
identification of the signal relies on a range of kinematic cuts.

NOMAD was designed to perform an oscillation search using the electronic decay
T —> vT + VI + e~, which has a branching fraction of 18.0% and a low principal
background, due to the vt contamination in the neutrino beam [1]. A search using the
muonic decay channel r —• vr + &v + fi~, with branching fraction 17.7%, has also
been actively pursued [2]. The various hadronic decay modes of the tau have also been
considered [2], and analyses are being developed for several modes. For these decays
the principal background is due to the hadronic shower in 4 x 105 neutral current
interactions v^ + N —• i/M + X . The decay mode considered here is the three-pion
decay

r" —> vr + n~ + ic~ + TT+,

with a branching fraction of about 7%, which proceeds via the pseudovector resonance
a{" (central mass « 1230 MeV). The dynamically related decay r~ —• vT -f ir~ + 2ir°
(branching fraction « 8%), and the four-pion decay r~ —• uT + ir~ + *"" + * + + ir°
(branching fraction ~ 5%) may be included in these studies at a later date.

2. Summary of work done up to December 1904

Previous analyses of the three-pion decay channel were made using the fast NOMAD
simulation NEDAR, and similar code [3]. This consisted of the lepton-hadron interaction
simulator LEPTQ, with modifications to treat the mass of the tau and its decays, as well
as geometric acceptance and momentum "smearing" routines, to simulate the effects
of particle propagation in the NOMAD detector. These studies have been carried out
on the "three-prong" decays of the tau, that is, the three-pion mode considered in this
paper, as well as decays to three charged pions and one or more neutral pions.

The original analysis found that kinematic cuts which rejected all background events
yielded an efficiency of 9.6% for signal events, implying a limit of j -* < 2.6 x 10~4 (at 90%
c.l.) on the tau neutrino content of the beam, if NOMAD were to detected no three-
prong decays [2]. Subsequent analyses [3, 4], after adding cuts against charged current
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background events and other refinements, found a 5% efficiency on signal, implying &
weaker limit of ^ < 7.1 x 10~4. When the effect of first-order QCD interactions on
the background events were considered, kinematic cuts had to be tightened, leading to
further reductions in efficiency [5].

3. Event generator studies with NEGLIB

Since these studies were carried out, a dedicated event generator NEGLIB has been
developed for NOMAD, based on the LEPTO and JETSET Monte Carlo packages. In
late 1994, a program upgrade (NEGLIB 5.01) provided an interface to the dedicated
tau decay package TAUOLA, allowing a realistic treatment of both the hadronic decay
modes and tau polarisation effects. Several studies were undertaken using this new
resource; current results were obtained using NEGLIB 5.03, a corrected and updated
version which incorporates some of our own work.

An improved criterion for T~ candidate selection

For any given event, the original analysis considered only charged pions of momen-
tum greater than 0.5 GeV, and then chose the ir~ir~ic+ combination of highest total
momentum as the r —• vT + 3ir candidate [2]. In the case of three-pion decays, this
was found to choose the correct three pions in 77% of cases. However, a NEGLIB study
found a success rate of only 51% for this scheme, increasing to 63% if an invariant
mass cut 0.6 < Mf£v < 1.75 GeV were first imposed on the three-pion combinations.
A survey of ten different kinematic variables was therefore made over 10,000 simulated
three-pion decays, forming all possible Zir candidates in turn.

The most promising procedure was found to be the invariant mass cut noted above,
followed by the choice of the 3ir combination with the highest value of qT/pBAD» where
pBAD j s t^g p r e s u m e ( i hadronic system, pBAD its magnitude, and q? the component
of the candidate three-pion momentum p3"" perpendicular to pSAD. After some tuning
of the invariant mass cut, this procedure was found to choose the correct three-pion
combination in 74% of cases. It has accordingly been adopted as the three-pion selection
procedure.

Some attention has been paid to the 26% of cases where this selection procedure fails.
Most ( | ) are due to an energetic TT+ in the hadronic system, usually from the leading
particle. Some further tests are planned to see if these events are recoverable.

A test of the kinematic cuts

As a test of the kinematic cuts proposed in the original analysis [2], 5 x 104 r —> */T + 3w
events and 8 x 105 neutral current background events were simulated, the candidate
selection procedure applied, and "loose" and "tight" versions of each of the cuts were
applied to the resulting 3w candidate events. Particular attention was paid to the
correlations between the various cuts. As well as confirming the general effectiveness
of the cuts, and identifying a number of opportunities for tuning them, the study
showed that

• those r —+ 3TT events where the Zn selection procedure fails pass the cuts at only \
the rate of properly selected 3TT events, i.e. the 26% inefficiency of the candidate
selection does not result in a significant addiditonal loss of signal;



• when iiist-ordex QCD processes were included in the generation of the neutral
current background, the effect of individual cuts was only marginally affected
(« 10% level), while the rate of events passing combinations of cuts could increase
by a factor of 10. This suggests that the way forward with these events is to
produce new or modified cuts, rather than tightening each of the existing cuts.
Individual events which pass the cuts are being examined with this end in view.

4. Code development in the Hadron Analysis Group

A large body of code is being developed within the Hadron Analysis Group, using
output of the so-called matching engine, to allow testing of both particle tracking
algorithms and higher-level analysis techniques. At present I am developing a routine
to select a "neutral current sample", that is, to both reject charged-current events and
provide a sample from which tau hadronic decays could be chosen, if they indeed occur
in NOMAD. The major features of the routine include an attempt to recover *•* and
K± misidentified as primary muons (using a combination of azimuthal angle cuts and
kink-finding), and an attempt to reject /i± which have been misidentified as ir* (using
angle cuts and track extrapolation). Relevant code from the muon analysis group is
being examined and may be adapted for this purpose.

5. Agenda for early 1996

• Further development and testing of the neutral current selection routine on Monte
Carlo (event generator + detector simulation) events, and runs on the 1995 data.

• Tests of 3ir candidate selection and kinematic cuts on reconstructed events

— runs on various Monte Carlo samples and data
— joint development of neutral current sample selection, and kinematic cuts

against charged current background

• Event generator studies to analyse the failure of kinematic cuts on first-order
QCD processes, and possibly develop new cuts.
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A Study of Charm Quark Production in the
NOMAD Event Generator

Steven Boyd

University of Sydney

Introduction

Although constructed primarily to aid in the search for neutrino oscillations, NOMAD,
a counter experiment exposed to a v^ beam at the CERN SPS, is capable of making
significant contributions to the study of charm quark production in i/M Deep Inelastic
Scattering (DIS) processes. The analysis of such events, however, is dependent upon
Monte Carlo simulations of the event kinematics and hence it is essential to understand
the behaviour of such simulations. This talk compares data on charm production in the
dimuon channel generated by the NOMAD Event Generator (NEGLIB) for an anti-
neutrino (V^) beam with data collected in the CDHS experiment which ran at CERN
in the period 1977-1980 (Ref.(lj) The specific interaction is :

v^+ N —- fi++ /i~(e-) + v»{ve) + X

where X is the inclusive hadron jet. Overall the two sets of data compare well, al-
though some marked differences are observed. Several possible reasons are proposed
and discussed.

The CDHS experiment

The CDHS experiment was a neutrino counter experiment that ran at the CERN SPS
between 1977-1980 (Ref.[2j). It consisted of 19 magnetized iron modules, separated
from each other by wire drift chambers. These constituted the muon spectrometer
capabilities of the detector. Each module was constructed of a number of seperate iron
plates, between which plastic scintillator components were positioned. The scintillators
provided the hadronic calorimetry.

Details of the Monte Carlo Study

10,000 events were generated using version 5.03 of Neglib and version 6.1.2 of the Lund
DIS package Lepto (Ref.[3]). Corrections for higher order (boson-gluon fusion and
parton showers) were switched on. The default parton distributions (GRV-HO, see
Ref.[4]) were used.

Both a parametrisation of the published CDHS flux (Ref.[l]) and the flux used by
the WA59 experiment at BEBC (Big European Bubble Chamber), which ran at the
same time as CDHS, were investigated as candidates for the beam simulation. The
parametrised CDHS flux was observed to overestimate the visible energy and hadronic
energy distributions in the energy range 40 GeV to 160 GeV. As a result it was decided
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to use the WA59 flux. Since the two experiments were concurrent, the use of this flux
was not thought to be a large source of error.

As far as possible all kinematic cuts applied to the CDHS data were applied to the
NEGLIB data. The NEGLIB data was further smeared according to the CDHS muon
momentum resolution and hadron energy resolution.

Summary of Results

The kinematic variables that were compared were :

• Momentum of primary muon.

• Momentum of secondary muon.

• Momentum asymmetry.

• Visible Energy.

• Energy of the hadronic jet.

• Bjorken x

• The square of the momentum transfer: Q2

• Bjorken y

It was found that the momentum of the secondary muon was simulated well whereas
NEGLIB overestimated the distribution of the primary momentum at low momentum.
This overestimation was reflected in the asymmetry distribution.

The visible energy and hadronic energy distributions were simulated well. There was
a marked overestimation of Bjorken-x at low x. This was ascribed to the uncertainty
inherent in the s(x) parton distribution at low x.

The Q2 distribution compared well, except for the first Q2 bin which was overestimated.
This is thought to be a reflection of the overestimation of the parton distribution at
low x.

The Monte Carlo was found to underestimate the Bjorken y distribution at low to
medium y and to overestimate it at medium to high y. This was a signal that a
threshold effect above that normally attributed to the charm mass was acting. A
cut in W2 was found which was only active when using first order QCD correction
processes.

Conclusion

The general trend of the kinematic distributions for the production of dimuon events
in an antineutrino beam in NEGLIB agree with those measured by CDHS. There is a
small number of discrepancies which still must be investigated.
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Due to the differing nature of the cuts on W2 when first order QCD processes are turned
on or off it is concluded that Neglib can be trusted in gross for studies involving purely
zeroth order or first order QCD. Furthur work must be carried out when investigating
interactions, such as charm production, in which zeroth and first order processes are
equally important in different areas of the phase space.
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Neutrino Beam Calibration

F.J. Paul Soler, Malcolm Ellis,
Falkiner High Energy Physics Department,

The University of Sydney, 2006, NSW.

Silicon detectors aie used to monitor the muon flax associated with the West Aiea neutrino beam at
the CERN SPS. Based on data from the 1994 neutrino run, these detectors have been ahown to be
stable at the level of 1 to 2%. An increase in measured flux of between 4 and 8% has been observed
when the box used to calibrate these detectors is positioned right in front of them. This is attributed
to knock-on electrons produced when the high energy muons interact with the material in the box.
Work u in progress to estimate the sensitivities for all the detectors by comparing them to some
emulsion measurements which had an accuracy of 5%.

Introduction

The West Area Neutrino Facility (WANF) at the CERN SPS [1] operates the beam
that provides neutrinos to the two neutrino oscillation experiments being carried out
at CERN: NOMAD and CHORUS.

Neutrinos are produced by the decay of secondary mesons (pions and kaons), when
protons accelerated to 450 GeV by the SPS collide with a beryllium target:

— / ! + + !/,. (1)

*• - ,# - — » / r + FM (2)

The positive mesons needed to produce predominantly i/M (as opposed to V^) are mag-
netically focused by two elements, the horn and the reflector, which increase the flux
of neutrinos downstream by a factor of 10.

The mesons decay in a vacuum tunnel 260 m long before reaching 185 m of iron
shielding, plus additional earth and iron shielding until they reach the experimental
sites which are 825 m downstream from the target.

Inside the iron shielding there are three pits which have arrays of silicon diode detectors
which axe used to measure the flux of muons from, meson decays. The muon flux is
extremely useful in the estimation of the neutrino beam flux, so a proper calibration
of the silicon detectors in the three pits needs to be performed.

Silicon Detectors along the Neutrino Beam

A complete description of the silicon detectors that operate along the neutrino beam
line is given in [2]. The silicon detectors operate in current mode, in which the inte-
grated charge deposited by the particles going through them is amplified by a charge
sensitive integrating amplifier and measured with an ADC.

The number of silicon detectors in each pit was increased in 1995 to enable a more accu-
rate estimation of the radial distribution of the beam. These numbers are summarised
in Table 1.
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Pit
Pit
Pit

1
2
3

1004
15
10
6

1005
19
14
10

Table 1: Number of silicon detectors in each. pit.

There also exists a moveable support structure for a calibration box with 5 silicon de-
tectors to calibrate the fixed detectors. Another box, called the reference box, contains
another 5 detectors that can be placed in front of the calibration box as it is moved
from pit to pit to enable a common calibration between pits.

The flux measurement is performed by the following calculation:

F_{V ~ 0) x Sp
G (3)

where F is the flux (particles cm 2), V is the measured signal (in Volts), 0 is the offset
when the beam is off (also in Volts), Sj? is the inverse sensitivity, which is the detector
specific parameter that yields a flux per unit charge collected (particles cm~2pC~1)
and G is the gain of the preamplifier (V pC'1).

The beam data provides nominal values for the sensitivities of each of the detectors,
but these are only accurate to about 10%. The aim of the present calibration scheme
is to estimate the real Sensitivities for each detector, by comparing to an absolute flux
measurement performed with an emulsion.

Calibration of the Silicon Detectors

The Salerno group from the CHORUS experiment has placed emulsions in pit 3 of the
neutrino beam line, one in front of the reference and calibration box, one in front of
the central detector, and another 15 cm to one side of the centre, for three exposures
in 1994 and for another three in 1995. This provides an absolute calibration of the flux
to an accuracy of 5% (about 400 measured tracks in each emulsion). These emulsion
measurements agree with the silicon detectors (calculated using nominal sensitivities)
by about 10%.

The measured fluxes in the fixed detectors are affected by the position of the calibration
and the reference box. If these are in front of the fixed detector, they produce knock-
on electrons that increase the flux by a factor of between 4 to 8%, depending on the
pit where the detector is situated and the radial position of the detector. This effect
has been measured for all the 1994 data (approximately 4 x 10B spills with good beam
data recorded by NOMAD) and tabulated values for each detector have been provided.
Figure 1 serves as an example, where a comparison can be made between the flux of
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Figure 1: Flux of particles (cm 2/1013 pot) through the central detector in pit 1
normalized to proton intensity, without a calibration box (left) and with the
calibration box in front of the detector (right). A discernible flux increase of
6.9% is observed, while the stability of the detector is at the level of 1.4%.

a detector with and without a calibration box in front. An increase in flux of 6.9%
was observed. Also, the stability of most of the detectors has been established to be
between 1 and 2% over the 1994 period.

Work is ongoing in determining the sensitivities for each of the detectors for the 1994
data by carefully selecting only those detectors in the calibration box and in the refer-
ence box that remained stable throughout the running period. The extraction of the
1995 beam data has just commenced to be processed.

Conclusions

To enable an accurate estimation of the neutrino beam flux at NOMAD one needs to
calibrate the silicon detectors that monitor the muon flux associated with the neutrino
beam. Preliminary results from the 1994 data set show that these detectors are stable
by about 1 to 2%. The calibration box tffect, which is the increase in measured flux
when the calibration box is placed in front of a fixed detector, has been observed in
the 1994 data and varies between 4 and 8% depending on the position of the detector.
Ultimately, the sensitivities for all the detectors shall be calculated from the absolute
calibration provided by some emulsion measurements, which were accurate to 5%.
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Dimuon Analysis

C Poulsen
University of Melbourne

This presentation is mostly a comparison of 1995 data with charge current montecarlo
simulations of dimuon events. In particular it deals with the identification of back-
grounds and how to remove them so that we can see a signal. The presentation can be
divided up into 6 sections

• Introduction.

• Montecarlo simulations.

• Background analysis.

• Comparison of MC with Data.

• Dimuons in the FCAL.

• Conclusion and work to be done.

Opposite dimuon events have long been of interest because they provide indirect evi-
dence for the production of charmed particles. Calculations have shown that the bulk
of dimuon events can be explained by the process of weak production of a charmed
quark that undergoes a subsequent semi-leptonic decay. [1] Dimuon events have been
studied in both bubble chamber[4] and counter experiments[3]. The opposite-sign to
single muon(/i") ratio is about .7% for energies of around 30GeV.

Most of the following analysis was done with the muon ntuple developed by the muon
analysis working group. In addition I reprocessed the driftchamber information so as I
could call the C structure to use the dritchamber programs developed to identify kinks
in tracks due to a particle decay[2].

The data used for this analysis was the 8 module data from July and August 1995. Most
of the available charged current montecarlo was used to understand the background
and develop cuts to increase the signal to background ratio.

In order to have a pure sample of dimuon events to work with the following initial cuts
were made

• IMUCD and IMUCD2 > 0.
This removes tracks identified as muons that have a high track leakage , ie tracks
that have a large amount of other tracks close to them in the muon chamber.
These tracks are most likely to be pions decaying in the muon chambers causing a
large shower. The MUCD cut also removes muon tracks that are badly matched,
ie tracks that have a x2 > 15.
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• A Fiducial cut.
0 <z < 350, -125 < x < 125 and -120 < y < 120 This defines the area in which
triplets are formed and a track can be defined. (A position in x y and z can be
deduced using the position of hits in the y u and v planes of the driftchamber)
In future it maybe possible to expand this fiducial volume when tracks can be
formed from doublets.

• A momentum cut, p< 2.5.
This removes muons that are badly extrapolated because the radius of curvature
is too high.

• A vertex cut.
Tracks that do not come from the primary vertex are removed as these can only
be decay muons.

• Multiplicity cut.
Events with a multiplicity greater then 25 are removed. These events are too
complex to analyse.

The background to the dimuon signal is predominantly from 7r and K decays into
muons and punchthrough. Using montecarlo simulations it was possible to estimate
the signal to background ratio after apply the above cuts. It was quickly obvious that
more cuts were needed because the signal to background ratio was still very high. The
cuts developed were as follows.

• Kink finding cut.
This is a combination of 2 cuts, FMAX and CM AX. Both are derived from the
kalman filter method of track fitting. FMAX is the stronger cut of the 2 taking
into account the number of degrees of freedom. These cuts were anticipated to be
the strongest of all the cuts, but this was not proven to be true. The montecarlo
and Data did also not agree very well in these too areas with the cut seemingly
much stronger on that data then on the MonteCarlo.

This was found to be the strongest of all the cuts particually on the second
track in station 1. This is because a pion or Kaon is expected to have much
lower momentum then the muon and therefore multiple scatter more and have a
higher x2- The agreement between montecarlo and data is much better for this
parameter.

Even with these added cuts it is still not really possible to see a signal above the
background the signal to background ratio still being about 1 to 4. A considerable
improvement on this can be made by increasing the low momentum cut off to upto 7
or 8 GeV however this would result in a severe loss of events and already the cuts have
been very expensive. Cuts of up to 9GeV have been made in previous experiments[?]
where the statistics have been much higher, presumably to solve this problem. One



can also use the number of like sign events to estimate the background contribution
and subtract the background from the data. This assumes that the contribution due
to like-sign dimuons is negliable which it is[4].
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Figure 1: Dimuon Spectrum after cuts

With the low selection efficiency and large background It seems necessary that one
should consider using dimuons from the FCAL. The FCAL has 2 main advantages over
the driftchamber dimuon events.

• There are 10 times more events occurring in the FCAL.

• The events are well contained.

Hence we can apply an additional cut, that there are only 2 tracks in the drift chambers.
Simulations have been made of these events but due to the shortage of FCAL MC events
these are rather inconclusive.

A detailed analysis has to be done to understand the probabilities of pion and kaon
decays occurring in the detector and the number of punchthroughs of which nothing can



really be done to remove. We must also improve the agreement between the montecaxlo
and data and reproduce using the full module data.
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Coherent Diffractive p Production

N.M. Hyett, S.N. Tovey
University of Melbourne

Coherent diffractive p production by neutrinos occurs at low four-momentum transfer
and high energy transfer. These interactions are generally understood to occur via the
coupling of the weak charged current to the vector meson, which scatters difrractively
from the target nucleus. Since coherent events are those in which the nucleus interacts
as a whole, ie without breakup, and with small recoil energy, these events have a very
sharp |t|-distribution.

This presentation deals mostly with the Monte Carlo simulation of the coherent diffrac-
tive production of the p production. The talk will deal with the following issues:

• Theoretical introduction.

• The reconstruction algorithm (description and efficiency).

• The expected kinematic distributions (is, Q2, \t\ etc).

• A VERY preliminary look at data.

• Future directions.

The diffractive model [1] is used to describe these coherent diffractive interactions. This
model combines the conserved vector current hypothesis (CVC) [2] with the vector
meson dominance model (VMD) in order to predict cross-sections. CVC allows the
cross-section for vector meson production and the cross-section for the corresponding
electromagnetic current to be related while VMD describes the weak current as a
superposition of hadrons with appropriate quantum numbers.

The cross-section for coherent diffractive interactions can be expressed as [3]

_ G | |q| gj* Q2

dQMl/dt 47r2 £2 ! _ 6 (Q2 + m2)2 V1 + € ^ d t

(1)
where

d<7T(PN > PN) _b|t |
e

Coherent diffractive events have an exponential |i|-distribution with a very sharp slope,
most events lying in the region |i| < O.lGeV2. However, since it is impossible to
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measure the neutrino energy directly, it is necessary to make an approximation for \t\.

The approximation used in this work is [4]:

(3)

The measurement of the slope of this distribution is one of the key tests of this model.
The expected distribution along with the distribution found, so far, in the data is
shown in Figure 1. As can be seen from this result, we expect a slope of 6 as 32GeV~2

after the smearing effects of the detector are taken into account.

t prime
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(a) simulation G e V
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Figure 1: (a) t'-distribution for the simulation (solid line) and after smearing (dashed
line) by the NOMAD detector simulation, (b) i'-distribution for the data.
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Coherent and Diffractive Pion Production

Lyle Winton

University of Melbourne

Scattering interactions can be classified using two variables which are Lorentz invari-
ant: Q2, negative the square of the four-momentum transferred, and i/, the energy
transferred from the leptons to the target in it's rest frame. In weak interactions most
regions of the Q2 u plane have been studied extensively. For one region in particular,
the low Q2 high v region, experimental data has only become available in the last
10 years. Coherent and diffractive pion production occurs in this region and provides
tests for low Q2 theories. The majority of data on this reaction has come from large
bubble chambers exposed to high energy neutrino beams. Only in the past few years
has the potential of counter experiments in neutrino interactions been utilised. This
talk focuses on the coherent production of single charged pions in NOMAD, a counter
experiment exposed to a u^ beam.

Past studies have been done primarily in the high Q2 region. Here deep inelastic
scattering occurs, that is target nuclei are probed down to very small distances. In
the low Q2 region larger areas of the nucleus are probed, quarks react as bound state
objects, and new theories of weak and strong interaction must be used. One such theory
is the vector dominance model (VDM) in which the weak interaction boson is treated
as a superposition of vector mesons. Arising directly from this model and experimental
results are the conserved vector current (CVC) and the partially conserved axial current
(PCAC) hypotheses. PCAC was first suggested in 1960 by Y. Nambu (Ref.[l]) and
has been used to explain a 23% renormalization of hadronic axial decay constant found
from (3 decay experiments. Since this hypothesis was suggested detailed theoretical
studies (see Ref.[2]) have been tested on experimental data such as A(1232) resonance
production and the total neutrino scattering cross section. Coherent and diffractive
pion production occurs in a relatively new region that provides further tests for the
PCAC hypothesis.

The definition of a diffractive process is one which involves a small momentum transfer.
In diffractive pion production the target nucleon remains intact but receives a small
momentum transfer:

v^ + N -> yT + ir+ + N

Coherent pion production occurs at the nucleus level and is also a diffractive process
as the nucleus receives a small momentum transfer:

i/M + Z -> fi~ + TT+ + Z

The neutrino reacts in the presence of a nucleus via the weak interaction producing a
W boson. The boson then converts to a pion via the momentum transfer to the nucleon
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(or nucleus). This transfer is small enough (and hence has a large enough de Brogli
wave length) such that all quarks (or nucleons) react in phase leaving the nucleon (or
nucleus) intact. The end result is an outgoing lepton, a pion, and the initial target
particle with a small recoil momentum. The reaction rate has an inverse exponential
dependence on the recoil four-momentum squared (\t\). The slope of this exponential
varies greatly with the size of the target particle. Coherent production expects a slope
of 50 GeV~2 (for Carbon nuclei), diffractive production a slope of 10 GeV~2, while all
other interactions should produce slopes no greater than 1 GeV"2. This slope is useful
in the identification of coherent and diffractive processes.

Evidence for coherent pion production was first reported in 1983 by the Aachen-Padova
collaboration (Ref.[3]). Since then the study of this reaction has taken place in many
experiments, most of which are bubble chamber experiments. Bubble chambers pro-
vide accurate momentum measurement and have the advantage of seeing low energy
particles near the vertex. Counter experiments such as NOMAD, while lacking the
accuracy of bubble chambers, have the advantage of much greater statistics and have
recently been used for detailed studies of coherent pion production. The most recent
counter experiment (Ref.[4]) obtained 748 ± 152 v^ events and 631 ± 133 I7M coher-
ent events, whereas one of the most recent bubble chamber studies (Ref.[5]) obtained
52.1 ± 9.4 combined u^ and V^ events.

Theoretical cross sections predict 4000±1000 coherent and 6000±1000 diffractive events
in the NOMAD experiment after the two year running period. In order to identify these
reactions and eliminate background, each event must pass a set of kinematical cuts:
2 track event with well defined vertex; negatively charged muon track and the other
positively charged; high combined mass of pion and recoil nucleon to eliminated A
resonance events (WN > 2 GeV); low Q2 to eliminate deep inelastic events (Q2 < 2
GeV2); low momentum transfer (\t\ < .05 GeV2); and low vertex activity to eliminate
events with nucleus fragmentation. Using Monte Carlo it is expected that roughly
50% of coherent and 20% of diffractive events will pass these cuts. Identification more
suited for diffractive events needs further investigation.

In a preliminary study of NOMAD data from July and August 1995 a total of 112
candidate events were seen. 200 candidate events were predicted, but the discrepancy
may be explained by tracking inefficiencies. These inefficiencies will improve as software
develops. The momentum transfer distribution of this data, when compared to past
experiments and Monte Carlo studies, shows strong evidence of coherent and diffractive
pion production. An exponential was fitted to the distribution of four-momentum
transfer squared (\t\) for the candidate events and a slope of 25 GeV"2 was observed.
This further supports the evidence that coherent and diffractive pion production are
present in these events.

In conclusion, NOMAD should obtain a sample of around 2000 coherent pion events in
two years running, roughly 3 times the samples studied in past experiments. Currently
available data shows encouraging signs of coherent and diffractive production. Further
Monte Carlo studies are needed to better understand efficiencies and to optimise event
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selection.
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Heavy Ion Physics

A.M. Bakich

University of Sydney

Abstract

We present an overview of the relativistic heavy ion physics with a particular emphasis
on the effort to observe the formation of the quark gluon plasma. This new state of
matter, consisting of deconfined quarks and gluons, has been postulated to exist at
energy densities of greater than 3 GeV/fm3. The search of QGP formation has now-
become an important held of research actively pursued by experimenters at Brookhaven
and CERN (I).

We also summarize the participation of the Sydney I'niversity High Energy Physics
group in the EMU01 experiments. Having joined this collaboration in 1993. our group
Uas already made a significant contribution to both data acquisition and analysis [2-6].

V\> conclude that although no unambiguous evidence of the QGP creation has yet
been observed, some features of the accumulated data appear to be consistent with the
theoretical predictions of the existence of this new state of matter.
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Some Results of the EMU01 Collaboration.

R. Amirikas, A.M. Bakich, L.S. Peak and J. Wang,
(in the EMU 01 Collaboration).

University of Sydney.

Introduction.

For almost 10 years, the EMU01 international collaboration has been examining the
nuclear interactions of heavy ions impinging upon metal foil and emulsion targets. The
aim is to understand the systematics of these interactions and to look for possible
deviations from normal behaviour as the energy density of the interaction region is
gradually increased. Such deviations could indicate the onset of the quark gluon plasma
(QGP) phase.

Resul ts .

In this talk we will summarise some typical results of the collaboration. We will
emphasise the limitations and advantages of the method and the physics that can be
extracted from this measurement program. In particular, we will briefly discuss

(a) The rapidity distributions that are observed as a function of the centrality of the
collisions.

(b) The behaviour.of the black and grey tracks as a function of centrality.

(c) The angular distribution of the alpha particles which seems to exhibit two
distinct components, one "soft" and one "hard".

(d) The link between the density of particles in rapidity space and the energy
density of the interaction.
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Angular Correlations of Multifragments in
Relativistic Heavy-Ion Collisions

EMU-01 Collaboration
Jian-Gui Wang ,10 Dec. 1995

School of Physics, University of Sydney

1. Introduction

Angular correlation of multifragment have been studied in the medium energy re-
gion of heavy-ion collision. In the high energy region, especially in ultra-relativistic
heavy-ion collisions, Correlation behaviour could have different. Here,we would like to
introduce what we are going to do about correlation behaviour in high energy nuclear
collisions In relativistic heavy-ion collisions, compression of nuclear matter results in
the production of particles,via a system which expands and disassembles into multi-
fragments. Multiftragmentation has been considered to be one of the most important
aspects of heavy-ion collisions since it has been speculated that the decay of highly
excited nuclear system might carry information about the equation of state and the
phase transition of dense nuclear matter. In low energy, few GeV/c for per nucleon,
fragments can be produced directly. After colliding, the incident and target nuclei
could form a very hot system, "fireball". In this energy region, The temperiture is
not high enough to the matter to reach the QGP phase.At very high energies, each
nucleon can typically carry several hundreds of GeV energy( in the centre of mass ).
For example, in the R.HIC and LHC heavy-ion programs, fragments could be formed
in two ways. One is by direct production whilst the other is from condensation of
QGP matter. In EML-01 Collaboration, stacks of nuclear emulsion. 600 ̂ m thick,
have been exposed horizontally to the 3.7A GeV 2SSi beam at DUBNA synchropha-
sotron, to 14.6 A GeV 28Si, at 10.6 A GeV Au-beam of NBL/AGS and 200 A GeV
'•">'. Pb at 158 A GeV beam of CERN/SPS[7].A lot of fragniental data have collected.

2. Angular Correlation between Projectile and Target Fragment

The study of angular correlation between projectile and target fragments could
offer us some information about the mechanism of interaction between incident nu-
clei and target nuclei. It could also help us understand the mutifragmentation pro-
cess. Events selecte on the following basis.
a) At least five projectile fragments) Z > 2), i.e.. fragments emitted within a forward-
cone angle smaller 15 degree (for 3.7 A GeV beam) and 5 degree (for 10.6 A GeV ;
14.6 A GeV beam ), which exhibit ionization and mutiple scatering (momenta) com-
patible with beam-velocity fragments, were produced.
b) At least 7 target fragments(Z > 1), whose rates of iouization correspond to Z=l
particles having velocity < 0.7c. were produced.
Physics Analysis Process
I). NHF". NI IK distribution
The mutiplicty distribution of fragments produced gives information on global aspect
of interaction
2). Polar angular distribution and correlation of Projectile and target fragments
A frequently used measure on the correlation between two variables Qi,B2 is the nor-
malized correlation coefficient !\{6i.02) ,for defferent type fragments,defined by [8]
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We can study inclusive and semi-inclusive two-fragment angular correlation. It could
give some information about process of fragment production by measuring correlation
coefficient. In the other hand, if we suppose type of emission source, we can measure
correlation of emission source. [9]
3). Angular distribution of forward-backward (F/B) target fragments
We can also study particle-emitting source by F/B distribution. There are some re-
lation between recoil angles which target fragment are emitted at and source moving
energy.
The forward to backward asymmetry of the target fragments relative to their principal
vector fjF is characteristic of a particle-emitting souce moving at velocity 3^ in the
direction of ?TF- If we identify 3\\ with the target-recoil velocity 3 qualitatively could
be estimated.
/,) Azimuthal Correlation*
lit interactions ol uupolan&ed particles. 110 distinguished direction exists in the plane
transverse to the beam and the distribution in the azimuthal angle o is uniform. Is
there anything to show us a similar hehaviour in fragmental production of hevy-ion
collision? This is a interesting question. We can do azimuthal correlation analysis in
terms of the asymmetry parameter

B = .V(Ao > JT/2) - :V(Ao < -/2)/.\:
all

3.Conclusion

The EML'-Ol Collaboration lias run for almost 10 years. There is ample data to
allow us to do some analysis in angular correlation. We could get some information
about nuclear interactions and electromagnetic interactions. It is useful for us to
understand not only mechanism of high energy nuclear collisions but also production
and fragmentation of the quark-gluon plasma.
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CP Violation in ATLAS

Aldo F. SAAVEDRA

University of Sydney

In the standard model CP violation is generated by a non trivial complex phase in the

CKM matrix. The Standard model does not predict the elements of the CKM ma-

trix, they need to be experimentally measured. This will show if all the CP violation

phenomena can be accounted by the complex phase or there are other contributing

mechanisms which lie beyond the scope of Standard Model. It is of interest to over-

constraint the so called unitary triangle by measuring each angle (a, /3 and 7) from

the CP asymmetry that occurs in different decay modes.

During the initial low luminosity period of the LHC a large effort will be concentrated

in studying B physics, especially CP violation in the B° — B system, with the ATLAS

detector. The features of the detector which are important for CP studies are: sharp

trigger from the muon spectrometer (niuons will be identify down to p j ~ 5GeV [l]).

be able to distinguish electrons from hadrons (down to pr — lGeV [l]) with the Straw

Tracker and Transition detector and high resolution of tracks, secondary vertices with

the Semiconductor Tracker (resolution of 10-90/zm [1]).

For some decays modes ATLAS is expected to obtain larger sample of events than

the B-factories that are being proposed. It has been calculated that the systematic

error <5 sin (2a) = 0.06 and 8sin (2,J) = 0.027 [2] which is comparable with other future

experiments.
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The Status of the CHEOPS Experiment

Stuart Tovey

The University of Melbourne

The CHEOPS Collaboration, which includes Australian groups, submitted a Letter of
Intent [1] in March 1995 to build a new state-of-the-art spectrometer in the North Area
at CERN. The main physics goals is to study baryons with two "exotic" quarks (ccq
or csq, where q is a u- or d-quark). Many subsidary analyses are possible in the same
spectrometer. The CHEOPS physics program is shown below:

• Semileptonic Decays of Charmed Baryons.

• Doubly Charmed Baryons.

• Exotic Particles:

- Glueballs & Hybrids.
- U(3100).

- Di-baryons.

• Primakof Reactions:

- E and ir polarisabilities.

- £ radiative transitions.
- Chiral anomoly tests.
- Quark gluon plasma.

• Hyperon Semileptonic decays

The relevant CERN committee (the SPSLC) considered the request favourably. How-
ever another experiment, a continuation of the twenty year old program at CERN to
study nucleon structure via Deep Inelastic Scattering (DIS) of muons, wants to use the
same area at the same time. The SPSLC requested that the two groups try to merge
to form a single team or that they agree on ways to share the area. They were invited
to submit one or more firm proposals by March 1996.

This talk discusses the progress of the "marriage" between CHEOPS and HMC. It will
also review the original CHEOPS physics program given the compromises that have
had to be made.
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ATLAS and SCT Progress

G.N. Taylor

University of Melbourne

This talk reviewed the status of the ATLAS project, the progress being made on
the Semiconductor Tracker (SCT), and the particle physics that will be accessed by
ATLAS. - Editor.
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The ATLAS Inner Detector
Semiconductor Tracker (Si and GaAs Strips):

Review of the 1995 Beam Tests at the
CERN SPS H8 Beamline

G. F. Moorhead

Research Centre for High Energy Physics
The University of Melbourne

Parkville S052 Victoria Australia

Introduction

This talk will consist of a brief review of the ATLAS Inner Detector (ID) Semiconductor
Tracker (SCT) strip detector (both silicon and gallium arsenide) beam tests conducted
at the ATLAS test beam facility at the CERN SPS H8 beamline. It will include a brief
overview of the H8 facilities, the experimental layout of the SCT/Strip apparatus,
the data acquisition system, some of the online software tools and the high precision
silicon hodoscope and timing modules used. A very brief indication of some of the
main varieties of detector systems tested and the measurements performed will be
given. Throughout some emphasis will be placed on the contributions andinterests of
members of the Melbourne group.

The facility

In 1995 the H8 test beam was used by many individual groups to test modules of their
particular design and construction. To support these individual tests, many common
facilities have been provided by CERN - such as the beamline itself - and by members
of the ATLAS collaboration.

The H8 beamline [1] is one of the most versatile fixed target beams at the CERN
450 GeV Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS). It can provide primary proton beams at
the full SPS energy, secondary electron and pion beams up to 200 GeV and numerous
tertiary beams, largely under user control through the manipulation of magnets and
targets. For SCT testing, high energy pion beams are preferred, though other beams
are selected as agreed between the SCT and other ATLAS detector groups when used
in tandem.

As precision position sensitive devices, the SCT/Strip modules are mounted in-line on
a specially engineered, 80 cm long support table providing micron stability and repro-
ducibility. Apart from the varying modules under test, the apparatus includes several
trigger scintillators providing precision timing pulses, and four silicon X-Y hodoscopes
providing particle trajectory tracking to approximately 2-3 /un precision.

The data acquisition system (DAQ) [2] is sited in an adjoining control room housed
in several VME and NIM crates connected by 20 m cables and optical fibres. It was
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controlled by a VME RISC processor running a real-time UNIX to read out the various
modules, assemble the event data structures, record the data to tape and coordinate
monitoring and control. Among the general contributions of the Melbourne group
were the development of an efficient and versatile online monitoring system [3,4] and
an electronic logbook and tape log facility [5].

The 1995 tests

Beam tests were conducted at H8 during May, August and September of 1995; tests
included measurements of the signal and noise amplitudes, the noise occupancy and
tracking efficiency at different thresholds, and many others, all as functions of timing,
position and angle.

Modules tested during 1995 included demonstrations and test of the three contending
readout architectures, Digital (ADAM) [6,7], Analogue (APV5,FELIX) [7], and Binary
[8], several different Silicon and GaAs detector designs, the two contending module
architectures (Z and R-phi), and several optical readout transmission mechanisms.
Important tests on Forward module designs were also performed including a full length
variable pitch silicon detector module. Results were presented at several important
collaboration meetings including the Inner Detector Working Group which resolved to
recommend silicon instead of microstrip gas counters for the Forward region.
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ADAM results Prom the May 95 SCT Beam Test,
and an update on the Higgs to four Lepton

analysis.

F.J.Fares, G.N.Taylor
Experimental Particle Physics Group.

Research Centre for High Energy Physics,
University of Melbourne.

ParkviUe, V ic , 3052

1 The ADAM chip

The high energy, 14 TeV CM, and high luminosity, 1034c7n~a3~x , at the Large Hadron
Collider (LHC l) offers a large range of physics opportunities, probing the origin of
mass being one of them. The ATLAS 2 [l]/[2] detector is one experiment designed to
explore the full physics potential of the LHC.
The requirement of good momentum resolution, an accuracy of 30% at pt — 500 GeV,
by the ATLAS inner detector dictates the use of semiconductor /x-strip detectors. This
combined with a high luminosity and a bunch crossing rate of 40 MHz necessitates the
use of fast front end readout electronics with low noise and high signal to noise ratio.
The ADAM 3 [3]/ [4] chip has been designed for use at the Large Hadron Collider as
Front End readout electronics for the /x-strip detectors used in the ATLAS Semicon-
ductor Tracker (SCT).
The ADAM (Figure 1), which is currently the only digital front end working at LHC
clock speed, is an integrated chip containing the following components:

• Front-End Amplifier, NICON.

• Analog signal pipeline memory, DHARP.

• Analog pipeline control logic, APC3.

• Analog to digital converter, CRIAD.

• Digital buffer for read out, OFIFO.

• Read out logic for digital buffer, ROL.

• General chip control logic, CCL.
1The new high energy accelerator to be built at CERN.
2A Toroidal LHC Apparatus.
3 Atlas Detector Analog Memory
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The NICON [5] is a fast low power CMOS pre-amplifier, giving a 42mV signal for
an injected charge of 25000 electrons. This is followed by a 2 pa double-correlated
analogue pipeline and a multiplexer. A pipelined ADC, CRIAD, is used to digitise the
data before sending it to output buffers.

A DAQ system (Figure 1) for the digitised read-out scheme has been developed. The
system implements a complete digital readout scheme for ATLAS silicon modules with
front end and signal processing chips, a read out controller, an optical link and high
rate acquisition and control VME boards.

1.1 ADAM Beam Test Results

A 300 fim thick detector of 197 /zm pitch and 6cm length designed to the RD2 speci-
fications [3] was tested with a 32 channel version of the ADAM chip [3]/[4]. The data
acquisition was done using the full LED-based optical read-out system, described in
section 1, running at full LHC speed.
A signal to noise of ~ 10 was achieved (Figure 1.1), giving > 99% efficiency at a cut
of four times the noise (Figure 1.1).
Further, developments on the ADAM architecture include replacing the the NICON

pre-amplifier with a bipolar pre-amplifier. This should help improve the signal to noise
ratio as the noise is dominated by intrinsic pre-amplifier noise.

2 Higgs to four Lepton analysis

As mentioned above, the LHC will allow physicists to probe for the first time the origin
of mass. This will come about through the discovery of the Higgs particle, otherwise
known as the mass generator.
The main goal of the ATLAS detector is the discovery of the the Higgs particle. Thus
the ATLAS detector has been designed to be sensitive to the Higgs particle in a large
range of phase space.
The Gold plated Higgs decay [6]/[7], H —*• 41*, remains one of the most promising
channels for discovering the Higgs in the mass range 120 < MH < 2Mz-

Due to its high cross section, the main background to this decay channel is

• it -> W+bW~b

— b —* Iv + jets

- A branching ratio [8] into Leptons of approximately 10~3



- A Cross section [8] of approximately 1 nb

Other backgrounds include

• zz* -> u

A particle level study [2] has been done for the technical proposal which showed that it is
possible to see a signal above background. The main cuts against the background being
impact parameter and calorimeter isolation cuts. In particular the impact parameter
cut proved to be very useful in reducing the it and Zbb to an acceptable level.

2.1 Current Analysis

The current analysis involves repeating the particle level study, however using a full
simulation of the ATLAS detector using the GEANT [9] package. In particular the
impact of the Inner tracker design on this decay channel is being investigated.

A full simulation of Higgs and it events was performed. The events were simulated
using the geometry described in the ATLAS technical proposal.

A full reconstruction was performed using electro-magnetic calorimeter ( EM) clusters
as track seeds. A crude EM calibration, using simulated electrons at four different
energies, was also performed to correct for the energy.

2.2 Summary of Results and conclusion

preliminary results indicate that the impact parameter cut against the it background
doesn't work when doing a full detector simulation (Figure 2.2).
Other cuts, such as the tracker isolation cut, must now be investigated in order to
reduce the it background do an acceptable level (ie. below the signal).

3 Bibliography
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Sydney University Cosmic Ray Telescope Facility

Aldo F. SAAVEDRA

University of Sydney

The Sydney University the Cosmic Ray Telescope Facility is about to be completed.

The main objectives of the facility is to test GaAs strip detectors using cosmic rays,

develop tests and expertise to be use in future test beams and measure the response

of Schottky diode detectors to MlPs.

The telescope is compose of a trigger system. The trigger has a 2.5 x 30 x 30 cm3

and two 2.5 x 12 x 12 cm1 height adjustable scintillator planes. For a height of 30cm

the estimated rate is ~ I hit/s and the number of hits along the bottom plane was

rali ulated Lo differ only by '2.VA . :

For strip detectors testing the telescope will have a precision tracking system composed

of 2-3 planes of silicon strip detectors with their respective read out systems. For

Schottky diode detectors a charge sensitive amplifier will collect the pulses and the

temperature of the diode will be controlled in a nitrogen atmosphere.

Some of the test expected to be performed on the strip detectors are: noise level

measurements of each strip, signal to noise ratio of the detector, pulse height shape

and the spatial resolution of the detector. For Schottky diode the main test is the

Charge collection efficiency and how it varies with respect to bias voltage.
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Status of the
Melbourne Experimental Particle Physics

DAQ, silicon hodoscope and readout systems

G. F. Moorhead

Research Centre for High Energy Physics
The University of Melbourne

Parkville S052 Victoria Australia

Introduction

This talk will present a brief review of the current status of the Melbourne Experimen-
tal Particle Physics group's primary data acquisition system (DAQ), the associated
silicon hodoscope and trigger systems, and of the tests currently underway and fore-
seen. Simulations of the propagation of 106-Ru /3 particles through the system will
also be shown.

The facility

The primary EPP DAQ consists of a Macintosh Ilcf connected via VICbus (MAC7212)
to a VME crate (VIC8251/F) and a CAMAG crate (VCC2117). The Macintosh runs
LabVIEW 3.1 with several library sets from CERN, CES and in-house development.
The VME crate contains a dataway display (VDIS8004), a 10 MHz, 12 bit ADC (Pentek
4261A), and an RD2 detector readout module (DHARP-32 Channels). The CAMAC
crate contains several silicon readout modules (SIROCCO), a LeCroy TDC and sev-
eral LeCroy ADCs. Associated NIM crates contain high and low voltage supplies,
specialised timing units, and logic modules associated with trigger formation and dis-
tribution. The Macintosh is also provided with an IEEE-488 (GPIB) interface for
control and readout of GPIB instruments, including a precision delay generator and a
1 GHz digital oscilloscope.

Detector hardware controlled and read from this DAQ includes several radioactive
sources emitting 0 particles, a trigger system, a silicon hodoscope, and a number of
devices under test (DUT). The trigger system includes two crossed scintillation counters
of active area 50 x 50 mm and 3 mm and 6 mm thickness respectively, connected to fast
photomultiplier tubes. These tubes are in turn connected to NIM output discriminators
and a coincidence unit to generate a global trigger. The trigger signal is connected to
the TDC (where it raises a LAM signal which in turns causes the Macintosh to start the
readout cycle), and to the various hodoscope and DUT control and readout modules.

The silicon hodoscope consists of two pairs of crossed planes of 50 /im pitch silicon
detectors each providing approximately 12 t̂m precision space points. The silicon
detectors are connected to Viking readout chips, the multiplexed output signals from
which are converted to hit data by the SIROCCO units. The detector devices under
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test are controlled by their special purpose modules and read into the appropriate VME
or CAM AC ADCs as required.

Currently all of these elements are operating under individual programs. An active
integration program should permit commencement of serious test within the next few
weeks. Test runs will thereafter be similar to beam tests in that the DAQ will control
modules, readout detectors and assemble data packets for offline storage and analysis.

Tests underway and foreseen

Current tests are continuations of the work carried out at the CERN H8 test beam
during 1995. Our primary interest is in the characterisation of the Digital (ADAM)
family of readout chips in the form of the DHARP front-end, analogue memory and
multiplexor. Modules populated with two versions of DHARP and with irradiated
and non-irradiated silicon and GaAs detectors are being tested. DHARP modules
with provision for the CAFE-A Bipolar front-end chip are of immediate concern. A
program of single channel work on irradiated detectors will use the same facility.

Simulation work on the attenuation, energy loss and multiple scattering of fi particles
through the system is also progressing. This will allow improved understanding and
calibration of the results obtained.

Outside the active DAQ system, the passive device characterisation facilities are being
integrated through a system of network protocols and UNIX shell scripts allowing
greatly improved data magagement and analysis.

Future developments

The EPP DAQ succussfully implements the requirements of bench testing detectors
and readout systems. An important current deficiency is the ability to develop readout
codes suitable for direct translation to the control and readout systems used at the
accelerator laboratories where detector systems undergo beam tests. I regard it as
vital that our DAQ be augmented with this option, preferably through the acquisition
of a processor, connected directly or via an interface to the VME backplane, running
a UNIX-like operating system with a C VME access library.
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Theory of Charge Collection in GaAs Detectors

Ian Donnelly

ANSTO

Introduction

Semi-insulating (SI) GaAs will be the material used for radiation-hard strip detectors
in ATLAS. The charge collection efficency (cce) and charge transport in this material
is not well understood. Both depend in part on the electric field distribution (£) across
the detector, and this has a strong dependence on the densities of donors, acceptors
and particularly the deep donor EL2 which is also an electron trap. There is evidence
that an increase in trap cross-sections at high £ can also affect the ionised trap density
and hence the profile of £. The status of the £ field modelling for planar detectors
is reviewed, and the development of an improved model is described. The use of the
calculated £ fields to predict current pulses and cce's is discussed.

Electric Field Calculations

At least for simple semiconductor materials it is relatively easy to write down the
appropriate expressions for Maxwells equations and the transport equation which can
be solved for the electric field £, the electron potential <p, and the Fermi level Ep. In
obvious notation these"are:

d(f)/dx = —£; d£/dx = p/t; dEp/dx — Ji/eyLe(£)ne,

where

p = e{i\rQD - NA - ne)
N£D = NDD/[l+gexp(-(EDD-EF)/T)}

ne = NcexV(-(Ec-EF)/T)

NQD is the deep donor density (cm'3), NA the shallow acceptor density and Ji is the
volume leakage current. The position dependence is implicit in the fields, densities and
energy levels. The solution of these equations is non-trivial as the equations are very
stiff, and prone to overflow problems when the reverse bias is large. An algorithm has
been developed based on the boundary-value differential equation solver D02RAF from
the NAG Fortran Subroutine Libraries, and incorporated in the program GAAS.

The simplest model (Modi) assumes Ji = 0, resulting in a constant Ep and complete
ionisation of the deep donor in the depletion region. As the deep donor density is
typically quite large (NQD « 1016cm~3), this gives a very small depletion region, which
is not the observed situation.

A more realistic model (Mod2) [1,2] includes the effects of the electron leakage current,
thereby restraining Ep to vary only a little with respect to Ec and EDD. The level
of ionisation of Npp is therefore reduced substantially, making the depletion depth
larger and in better agreement with experiment. The results obtained by Alicki et al
[1] have been reproduced with the program GAAS. This model predicts that the E
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field falls almost linearly with distance from the Schottky contact. This is not in good
agreement with measured fields, which tend to be constant over most of the depletion
region, falling quickly to zero at the edge.

McGregor et al [3] have recently incorporated an observed increase in the EL2 trapping
cross section into their model (Mod3), but omit the leakage current effects. Using a
conjectured expression for the dependence of NQD on the local £ field strength such
that the nett charge density is essentially zero for £ larger than a critical field strength
(£c « 7 x 103Vycm), they derive a uniform field over most of the depletion region.

I am developing a model (Mod4) which incorporates the leakage current and the field
dependence of the trapping cross section, but assumes the electron emission rate per
neutral trap to remain constant. As a first attempt using the equation for steady state
balance between capture and emission as a guide, the expression for the ionised deep
donor density was replaced by

N£D = NDD/[1 + gf(£/£c) exV(-(EDD - EF)/T)}

where the function f(£/£c) models the relative increase in trapping cross section with
£. Note that this increase is about 2 orders of magnitude, but its exact £ dependence is
not known [4]. With this formulation it was realised that NQD could decrease below N^
if f(£/£c) became too large, leading to negative charge densities and possible numerical
instabilities. However, it was anticipated that the formulation of the problem may allow
a solution with an upper limit on the size of £ such that the nett charge density would
always be positive.

Results to date show that GAAS can only find a solution when the function f(£/£c) is
limited to a maximum value of about 2 for large £. Even this level of enhancement in
the trap cross section is sufficient to increase the depletion depth for a typical 500 /im
thick detector under 375 V bias from 210 /im to 270 /zm, and to flatten the £ profile
considerably. An alternative formulation of the trap enhancement effect which avoids
potential numerical problems is being sought.

Current Pulses and Charge Collection Efficiencies

Work is in progress to incorporate, in a self consistent manner, the effects of trapping
on the current pulse generated by an or particle {i(t)) and on the charge collection
efficiency (fi{t)dt/q). This involves the calculation of the position-dependent trapping
rate

r"1 = f(£) < anve >0 N£D (1)

and includes the effects of charge immobilisation, due to trapping, in the calculation
of i{t) and the cce.
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Charge Collection and Current Pulses in GaAs Detectors

Megan Williams

University of Sydney and ANSTO

Detectors made from semi-insulating (SI) GaAs are under consideration for use in the inner
region of the ATLAS detector [1] for the Large Hadron Collider at CERN, and so have been the
subject of much research in recent years. Of most concern is the shape of the electric field across
the devices, how native deep levels (especially EL2) affect the shape of the field, and thus the way
charge is transported in the devices. We have used the transient current technique to examine
current pulses from simple devices made from SI GaAs and n-type liquid phase epitaxial (LPE)
GaAs (see Figures 1 and 2), and for the SI GaAs comparisons have been made with calculated
current pulse shapes obtained by analysing both theoretical [2] and measured [3] electric field
shapes. This is the first time this technique for examining such bulk behaviour has been used with
GaAs.

The form of the current pulse can be predicted for materials such as Si and Ge using Ramo's
theory [4],

i(t) = ^ v(t)
a

where q is the charge due to the number of carriers created, v(t) is the drift velocity of the charge
at time t and d is the active region width. Our results and the analysis of both theoretical and
measured field shapes indicate unambiguously that this equation doesn't predict the current pulse
shapes we observe for both SI and LPE GaAs. A more accurate prediction is given by an adjusted
form of the Energy Balance equation [5]

i(t) = ~ v(t)E(x)
*w

where E(x) is the value of the electric field at point x and Vwis the bias required for full depletion.
This is quite unexpected, and the question still remains as to why this should be the case.

[1] ATLAS Technical Proposal 1994 CERN / LHCC / 94-43
[2] T. Kubicki et al, Nucl. Instr. and Meth. A, 345 (1994) 468
[3] K. Berwick et al, Conference on Defect Recognition and Image Processing in Semiconductors
and Devices, Santander, Spain, 1993
[4] G. Bertolini and A. Coche, Semiconductor Detectors (Amsterdam: North - Holland
Publishing Co.) p.244
[5] M.L. Williams and I.J. Donnelly, submitted to J. Phys. D
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Planned studies of Charge Collection in Non-Uniformiiy
I r radia ted Si and GaAs Detectors

A.Rosenfeld°\ M.Reinharda>, M.Carolan°\ G.Kaplan"), M.Lerch"'1.
D.Alexiev6)

a) Department of Physics, University of Wollongong
b) Department of HEP, ANSTO

For the last 10 years great progress in the quality of silicon detectors has been achieved
using the planar process and low energy ion implantation [lj. These techniques lead to
very low reverse current compared with surface barrier detectors. However, the proper-
ties of detectors such as energy resolution, noise and charge deficit depends on defects
induced by radiation. Radiation degradation of silicon ion implanted p^n junction
detectors was traditionally discussed concerning the influence of charged short-range
particles (alpha, heavy ions) from low energy accelerators[2j. Recently the problem
of degradation of p + n junction ion-implanted detectors under fast neutron irradiation
arises in connection with their possible application in high energy physics in the newly
proposed large hadron collider (LHC) at CERN.

The influence of fast neutron exposure on silicon led to resistivity changes due to
induced radiation defects and degradation of charge carrier lifetime. The theoretical
and experimental study of the degradation of the ion-implanted silicon p-i-n diode
under fast neutron irradiation takes into account the reduction of r and increasing
resistivity for a diode with high resistivity n-Si base (p > 1 kilcm) has been examined
theoretically [5j and experimentally [6] for application in fast neutron dosimetry. The
result of recent investigations of irradiation of the silicon ion-implanted detectors with
fast neutrons showed changes in conductivity type of silicon, from n to p and increase
in leakage current by several orders of magnitude under the condition of full depletion
[7-9]. The ion-implanted p-i-n diodes were investigated at CERN and were suitable for
fast neutron fluence measurements up to 1013 n/cm2 [10].

The most important effect of neutron radiation on charge transport in silicon detectors
is the charge deficit and current pulse rise time degradation [8]. Under the condition
of uniform fast neutron irradiation the charge deficit was about 12% and a similar
increasing in time response for a fast neutron fluence of 10H n/cm2. The induced
detector pulse current depends on the electrical field distribution in the detector base.
As mentioned above, the induced defects by neutrons will lead to compensation and
as a result changing of the electrical field in the depletion layer, as well as mobility
degradation and charge trapping. An interpretation of the pulse shapes of current
in silicon detector provides information on a wide range of parameters, viz, effective
charge concentration Neff, mobility for electrons and holes, types of silicon, an effective
recombination time for electrons and holes, and their dependance on neutron fluence.

Several groups developed models of pulse formation and transit time of charge carriers
in silicon detectors with p-n junctions [11-13]. Lemeilleur et.al. [14] presented the
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model for the current pulse response induced by alpha particles ami electrons .:i i
fully depleted detector. Fitting the theoretical current response to the experimental
one the NeS,/jLe,hi and r — e,h have been obtained. The laser beam and alpha particie
techniques were used to study the charge collection in silicon strip detectors (16.18).
Similar laser beam techniques were used for charge collection study in detectors by Li
and Ermin [15]. This method was applied to extract Neff and mobility as a function of
neutron fluence. The degradation of mobility with neutron fluence was explained by
a cluster model and was in good agreement with their experimental results. However,
the mobility degradation was much much more than reported in [14].

The above mentioned investigations and models of charge collection are related to uni-
form charge distribution Neff in the depletion layer of the detector. Such a situation
is possibly only under uniform fast neutron irradiation and result in uniform compen-
sation. In practice the silicon detectors in the future LHC will be irradiated in non
uniform fast neutron fields e.g., detectors in the radial plane, perpendicular to the
beam in the ATLAS experiment). Non-uniform irradiation will lead to non-uniform
defect distribution in the active volume of the detector and as a result, non-uniform
compensation. Under such conditions different parts of the active volume can even get
a different type of conductivity. Such a situation can lead to large scale traps due to
strong potential gradients near the internal p-n junction. Such traps will effectively
change the mobility and increase the charge deficit if particle tracks occuring nearby.
The discrepency in the mobility, degradation in papers [14] and [15] could be as a result
of different inhomogenity of high resistivity silicon used for detector fabrication, which
will be amplified by uniform compensation.

The aim of this project is to study the time and amplitude characteristics of silicon
ion-implanted detectors non-uniformly irradiated with fast neutrons in order to predict
their radiation behaviour in the LHC and space. It is expected in such detectors
increases of the charge deficit due to trapping by large scale traps and transient time
increases due to the reduction of the mobility. The theoretical model will be modified
to describe the charge kinetics in the electrical field of the detector created by a non
uniform space charge distribution. Experimental confirmation techniques are needed to
develop non uniform predictable damage of silicon detectors using fast neutron sources
(accelerators, reactors) and to study peculiarities of the charge transport in different
parts of the detector.

The study of the charge transport will be done on ion implanted silicon p-i-n diodes
with different active areas(0.5-4 cm2) based on high purity n-Si. The basic facilities for
irradiation will be used at ANSTO (Van de Graaff accelerator). For irradiation with
high flux of fast neutrons more than 2*1013 n/cm2 will be used on the collaboration
base of overseas facilities CERN(PSAIF) and reactors.

In the first stage (Jan-July, 1996) fast current transient techniques at the University
of Wollongong will be developed. These techniques will be used to measure current
pulses from detectors (charge kinetics) using a laser beam probe, the low activity
electron source Ru-106 and the alpha source Am-241. The parameters of the original
ion-implanted p-i-n diodes will be studied using the above mentioned techniques as well



a capacitance-voltage (C-V) and deep level transient spectrometry (DLTS) at ANSTO.
All transport parameters will be extracted using the theoretical approach.

In parallel to experimental research starting from 1996, will be started the theoretical
development of the charge transport model for non-uniform distribution of space charge
in the depletion layer (Neff). The model will include the linear distribution of Neff(y)
along the detector as well as the change of sign of Neff (conversion from n to p type of
silicon) inside the detector.

Theoretical modeling of fast neutron moderation is required to generate neutron dose-
(Si) gradient along the detector axis of up to 1:10. This work has already started
and preliminary, promising results are available. This calculation will be done for two
conditions of irradiation with a 1 MeV neutron beam as narrow as 1 cm diameter as
well as for reactor fields. The spectrum of moderated neutrons behind the moderator
using the Los-Alamos neutron transport code and Monte Carlo calculations will be
obtained. This spectrum is covoluted with the silicon damage KERMA to obtain the
distribution of dose(Si) in the detector. Such experience of modeling radiation hardness
of silicon in different neutron spectra was gained in 1994-95.

Small p-i-n diodes will be used as dosimeters [6] and placed behind the moderator
for comparison with theoretical calculations. These experiments will be carried out in
Feb-Mar 1997. Using the experimental data of neutron dose(Si) mapping, the uniform
and non uniform irradiation of silicon p+n detectors will be done on the Van de Graaff
using the Li(p.n)Be reaction and moderators.

Irradiated p-i-n detectors with successive fast neutron fluence up to 1014 n/cnr will be
studied using C-V, transient time detectors irradiated with laser beams, alpha parti-
cles and 2 MeV electrons. The laser beam and alpha particles will be used to scan the
detector on p+ and n~ sides to seperate charge transport of holes and electrons. The
electrons from Ru-106 produce uniform generation of e-h pairs and allow the study
of charge collection of minimun ionizing particles that correspond to the experimental
condition at CERN. For the study of the depletion layer profile of non-uniformly ir-
radiated detectors we will use the proton probe at the University of Melbourne. The
profile of the depletion layer will be correlated with features of the charge collection and
charge deficit. From these measurements and theoretical modeling of current pulses we
will extract mobility degradation, charge deficit and life time in different parts of the
non-uniformly urradiated detector. It will allow us to understand the role of large scale
traps on charge collection in ion-implanted detectors. The comparison with uniformily
irradiated detectors will be done.
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GaAs Strip Detectors: the Australian Production
Program
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University, NSW 2109, Australia.

Australian Nuclear Science and Technology Organisation
Menai, NSW 2232, Australia.

Introduction

High Energy Physics is often regarded by the uninitiated as a fairly esoteric
subject having little practical significance. The reality is that the governments of
Europe, America and Japan invest billions of dollars into High Energy Physics, not
because of their unwavering support for the quest for knowledge, but because of the
development of new technologies and spawning of new industries which inevitably
occurs when supporting major scientific ventures. In a similar way to the NATO and
European space programs, High Energy Physics projects - such as those being
developed at CERN - have mobilised large numbers of scientists at the cutting edge of
new technologies. Industry has also been mobilised into supporting such projects;
employment has been created, and spin off technologies are being actively investigated.
The practical benefits of such large investments are being fully realised.

In monetary terms the Australian contribution to High Energy Physics has been
small compared to that of other nations, yet even here there is a realisation that
Australia should endeavour to master and take advantage of the technologies being
developed. In line with this practical view the Australian High Energy Physics
consortium (composed of The University of Melbourne, the University of Sydney and
ANSTO) has been taking a small but active role in the development of the radiation
detector technologies which are necessary for collider experiments at CERN. New
radiation resistant detectors based on semi-insulating (SI) GaAs have been developed
by R&D groups at CERN as a direct response to the needs of the large hadron
collider (LHC) experiment To date the small size of the Australian effort (which is
commensurate with funding levels) has meant that it has been limited to a peripheral
position which has excluded it from developing many aspects of this technology, and
has certainly limited the group's ability to contribute and take advantage of related
advances. Recently .however, the Australian consortium has been investigating the
possibility of producing a large area wheel of SI GaAs detectors for the ATLAS
detector array. To help assess the extent of Australia's role in this venture a few SI
GaAs microstrip detectors are to be manufactured under contract by the CSIRO
division of Radiophysics GaAs IC Prototyping Facility.

The production of SI GaAs microstrip detectors even in low volume represents
a significant upgrading of the Australian research effort into these devices, and for this
talk the planned production of the devices is discussed. First of all the reasons for
producing the detectors here in Australia are examined, then some basic characteristics
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of the material are considered, and then finally details are provided of the design used
for the manufacture of the devices.

Reasons

1) Experience will be gained in the fabrication of the devices. Once experience
has been gained in the procedures and limitations of fabrication the Australian
consortium will be on a better footing to decide future directions for the building of the
GaAs wheel.

2) Devices will be available for testing and experimentation. Sydney University
will have access to strip detectors for the detection of cosmic rays and minimum
ionising particles. The University of Melbourne will be able to introduce students to
the technology of GaAs strip detectors and carry out characterisation of the detectors
via techniques already developed there for silicon devices. For ANSTO experience will
be gained in semiconductor measurement techniques as applied to strip detectors. This
will help provide expertise for higher level testing of strip detectors actually made for
the GaAs wheel. Beam testing of GaAs strip detectors can proceed at CERN without
relying on others to graciously supply the detectors.

3) This preliminary run of GaAs devices will provide the Australian consortium
and the IC prototyping facility of CSIRO Radiophysics with the appropriate
knowledge and expertise to upgrade to produce devices for the detector wheel at
CERN, should that be demonstrated to be a viable direction.

4) This exercise will give the Australian consortium a greater chance to provide
practical input into, and perhaps improve, the design of GaAs microstrip detectors, and
any future generations of GaAs detectors. It will do this by providing a technology
base here in Australia which will give the consortium the flexibility to experiment with
the design and fabrication of working devices and to conduct further testing of those
devices. Improvements in design can then be physically demonstrated.

5) Such an exercise, even if only moderately successful, would enhance the
profile of the Australian High Energy Physics consortium, within Australia, at CERN,
and within the High Energy Physics community in general. It should also open new
avenues for publication. To be able to point to a GaAs microstrip with the built in
Australia logo could be quite advantageous in terms of obtaining funding for future
activities of the consortium.

6) The consortium may also profit from the possibility of applying some of the
constructed devices in spin off applications, such as a position sensitive X-ray
detection for synchrotron X-ray diffraction experiments.

Material Considerations

Materials and semiconductor scientists have been involved at a rather late stage in
the development of semiconductor technology for experiments at CERN, so that in
some of the literature there is a strong propensity to regard SI GaAs in terms of
experience gained from silicon. In terms of efficiency for the detection of radiation,
material of low carrier concentration, and a very much lower concentration of deep
level recombination centres (traps), may be regarded as being highly desirable. A
traditional measure of how "good" a material will be for radiation detection is given by



the |xx (carrier mobility x carrier lifetime) product, a higher fix product indicating a
better detector material [1,2]. This measure has been adopted since improvement in
the quality of a semiconductor material is ultimately required in order to improve its
charge collection efficiency (T)). In a simplified model (not strictly applicable to SI
GaAs, but useful here for demonstration purposes) the |Xt product is related to T|
through the Hecht equation [3], given here in its simplest form for the case of a one
carrier system

where e is the electric field and x is the device thickness, rj, itself, is defined as the ratio
of the charge created in the device by a photon or particle of radiation, to the charge
collected. Also related to rj through the Hecht equation is the mean free path of the
carriers (K) given by

(2)

this value has become widely used for the assessment of radiation detector devices, as
opposed to device materials (see for example [4]).

From the Hecht equation the |ix product will be high when the carrier concentration
is low and when there is a relative freedom from deep level recombination centres.
Deep level recombination centres act to lower x. Because silicon can be processed to
extremely high purity, higher resistivity material often translates to a high \ix value
since trap concentrations are generally insignificant below resistivities of about 10 k£2-
cm. The high resistivity of SI GaAs (about 107 Q cm) has therefore often been
misinterpreted as being a positive characteristic of this material. Unfortunately the
semi-insulating behaviour of SI GaAs is due to a large concentration of deep level
traps which over compensate shallow donor and acceptor levels within the material.
These deep levels act as carrier liftime "killers" and therefore this material has a
comparatively low ^x product of approximately 1 x 10"5 cm2 V'1. High quality liquid
phase epitaxial (LPE) GaAs on the other hand has a significantly lower resistivity than
SI GaAs however this material can be grown free of detectable concentrations of deep
level traps [5] and can therefore have a relatively high \vz product. Values as high as
0.25 cm2 V"1 have been measured [6] and LPE GaAs is therefore a better quality
material for radiation detection, as further evidenced by several recent publications
comparing the charge collection efficiency of LPE and SI GaAs [7,8]. The main
advantage of SI GaAs is that it is commercially produced in bulk quantities whereas
high purity LPE material is not. Good charge collection for SI GaAs is obtained by
increasing the electric field across the device and by using thin device cross-sections.

Similarly, for silicon detectors irradiated by a high neutron fluence (ie. at the levels
expected for the LHC) the decrease in free carrier concentration is not a positive
attribute. The decrease in shallow level carrier concentration is commensurate with an
increase in deep level recombination centres due to neutron damage [9] so that again
there is an overall lowering of the \ix product.

Design

The present design is based on a 2" wafer mask set supplied by Glasgow
University. The mask set determines the processing steps and the physical layout of the
devices. Although designs based on larger wafers are envisaged for the final ATLAS



design, the Glasgow mask set, which has been well tested, is being used as a
benchmark against which to compare the Australian devices.

At least two sets of detectors will be produced using the standard Glasgow
production recipe, and it is believed that if all goes well the SI GaAs used by the
Australian consortium (supplied by Frieburger rather than EEV) may well lead to
superior devices compared to those produced at Glasgow. Using the same mask set
other devices will be prepared with the aim of improving upon the Glasgow design.
Two main avenues of investigation are envisaged at this time:, first of all the back
contact of the microstrip devices has recently been shown to be critical in controlling
the breakdown voltage of the devices [10]. Different back contact metallisation will be
investigated to increase the breakdown threshold. Secondly the passivation of SI GaAs
microstrip devices has not been well developed, SiN is presently used to encapsulate
the devices but is a poor electrical passivant for GaAs. It is believed however that
GaN, a wide bandgap insulator which may be produced by processing the GaAs
surface may offer a more effective alternative. Past papers have shown that GaN
produced on GaAs by treating the surface with a nitrogen plasma can reduce currents
so that greater voltages can be applied to devices [11].
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Signal Formation in Silicon Strip Detectors

Paul Haesler

University of Melbourne

Silicon strip detectors have been chosen for tracking and vertex detection in the inner
detector of ATLAS. Although such detectors have been in use in particle physics exper-
iments for several years now, the extremely high luminosity of the LHC necessitates an
understanding of the effects of large radiation doses on their behaviour and response.

To properly simulate the formation of signal pulses in silicon strip detectors, a number
of things need to be taken into account. The electric and magnetic fields present in the
detector volume need to be calculated. The effect of radiation damage on depletion
voltage is factored in at this stage. The initial configuration of charge carriers caused
by the passage of a charged particle into or through the detector must be calculated,
and then the equations of motion integrated. This movement of charged particles in
the volume of the detector induces a current pulse on the electrodes of the detector, the
simulation of which requires the calculation of a geometric term known as the weighting
field.

In between the detector electrodes and the DAQ system, lie fast amplification circuitry
and other front end electronics. To get realistic results, this stage needs to be simulated
as well. Random noise, both shot noise from leakage current (a function of radiation
damage) and noise from other sources is added to the signal.

A detector simulation program being developed by the author is compared to a com-
pleted simulation program developed for the now defunct SSC project.

Finally some experimental results, illustrating the phenomenon of radiation-induced
type inversion in UA2 silicon strip detectors, are presented.
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Determination of 1 MeV Equivalent Neutron Fluence Using
a P-I-N Dosimeter Diode

M. Reinhard(UoW), A. Rosenfeld(UoW), D. Alexiev(ANSTO)

In order to determine the survivability and operating characteristics of silicon ion im-
planted detectors and their associated electronics in high flux fields such as within the
ATLAS detector for the LHC, intensive investigations must be performed.

Measuring the expected damage requires irradiation experiments on each of the devices
of interest with each of the particles of concern at all the relavant energies and doses.
Typically however, the damage occuring to the device is usually normalised to a 1
MeV equvalent neutron fluence which would result in the deposition of the same non
ionising energy causing equivalent damage to the material. Calculation of this 1 MeV
equivalent neutron damage fluence requires precise knowledge of the energy spectrum
of the damaging particles. This requires extensive activation foil analysis followed by
deconvolution of the results using codes such as SAND 2(1]. This process is time
consuming.

The PIN diode offers an alternative for a direct measurement of the 1 MeV equivalent
fluence. The dosimetric properties of the PIN diode are based on the decrease in the
minority carrier lifetime through the introduction of radiation induced defects which
act as sites for recombination of carriers [2]. The result is an increase in the foward
resistance. Hence the absorbed neutron dose can be measured by the increase in
foward voltage at some constant current. Knowledge of the energy deposition of a 1
MeV neutron in silicon allows determination of this dose in terms of 1 MeV neutrons
according to the relation:

Where Ks» is the damage KERMA for silicon taken from ASTM.
Previously the integral has been evaluated using a standard reactor spectrum [3], and
for a Cf-252 spectrum [4]. Both of these spectrums have a neutron mean energy of
approximately 1 MeV. In this work it was shown that response of the PIN diodes to a
1 MeV equivalent fluence is indepandent of the type of spectrum used for calibration
provided its form is well known.

For this work PIN diodes having a sensitivity of 1.3=0.07 mV/cGy£iJJue were found to
have a response to 1 MeV neutrons
6.2*10~9 mV/ncm~2 using the Boron Neutron Capture Therapy spectrum (BNCT) of
average neutron energy of the order of 1 keV.
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To determine that after such a calibration it is possible to measure 1 MeV equiva-
lent fluence, ion-implanted silicon detectors were irradiated on the ANSTO Van de
Graff accelerator with neutrons of energy 0.89 MeV produced through the Li(p,n)Be
reaction. The 1 MeV equivalent fluence was determined independantly from measure-
ments of both the increase in leakage current and the change in the effective impurity
concentration.

Leakage current with neutron fluence is found to vary as:

I-Io

While the change in Neff with fluence has been parameterised [5] as:

Neff = NDoexp(-c$) - NAo - ,3$

The value of the damage constant c, 3 and a are corrected for room temperature
annealing and taken from [5j.

The determination of Neff both prior and after neutron irradiation was performed using
standard C-V analysis and backsided a particle response. The diodes and detectors
were placed in a non uniform neutron field for mapping of the 1 MeV equivalent fluence.
The agreement in 3>sj(lMeV) measured with the PIN diodes calibrated in the BNCT
spectrum was found to be within 20% of the values determined from the electrical
characterises of the silicon ion-implanted detectors.

Hence it was shown that the PIN diode determination of a 1 MeV equivalent neutron
fluence was independent of the calibration spectrum used.

PIN diodes in the passive mode could find application in the determination of a 1 MeV
equivalent fluence for radiation hardness studies of silicon devices, with potential use in
intercomparison of damage results between facilities with different energy spectrums.
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Radiation Induced Bulk Damage in Silicon Detectors
G. N. Taylor
Research Centre for High Energy Physics, The University of Mefooume, Parkvtlle, Victoria 3052, Australia

Introduction
Silicon detectors have played a major role in recent years In high energy particle physics experiments. The excellent performance of
these fine grained, high speed detectors, especially in the role of vertexlng has led to an Intensive development for the next generation
machine, the Large Hadron Collider (LHC). Furthermore, silicon detectors are now planned for the high precision Inner tracking over
volumes orders of magnitude larger than in current experiments. In addition the LHC environment will be extremely taxing on ail
detector elements. The silicon detectors must operate for many years in a radiation field tens of times higher than in current hadron
colliders, must be operated with considerably shorter shaping times and the number of channels to be read out will be almost two
orders of magnitude higher than at present This paper presents results on radiation damage in silicon

Bulk Damage In Silicon Detectors
The bulk radiation damage to silicon detectors results in several major effects: increased leakage current; changes to voltage required
to fully deplete the detectors; and loss in charge collection efficiency.

With increasing reverse bias across the diode junction, free charges in the region of the junction are swept out leaving a depleted
region that reaches into the bulk, almost Instrinsie, n-type sfficon region with a width that increases as the square root of the applied
voltage. Typical undamaged silicon detectors of thickness 300UJTI fulry deplete with a bias of 20-60 volts. The relationship between
reverse bias (Vtomtaw) and tne width of the depletion region (d) for biases between zero and full depletion is

"Reverse Bias ~

(where go is the electric charge, £s£« is the silicon dielectric, and N*is the effective charge carrier density in the silicon, Wis the built-
in junction bias)

For high quality detectors the depletion region grows with bias to the full thickness of the detector. The depleted detector behaves as a
parallel plate capacitor. Knowing the effective charge carrier density, the depletion width at any reverse bias can be extracted from
measurements of the capacitance. Together with a knowledge of the physical thickness of the detector, a measurement of the

- capacitance at fuH depletion can be used to extract the effective charged carrior concentration Nn, using equation 1

A thermally induced reverse bias current Is created by electron-hole pair creation in the depleted junction region of the detector and is
proportional to the depleted (active) volume. From equation 1, the reverse bias current is also expected to grow until tull depletion when

-the thermal bulk current saturates. Additional sources of current finally resulting in breakdown eventually dominate the thermal current.

The growth of the bulk current with radiation damage induced by neutron and proton fluences have well studied. A linear increase with
lluence in the buHk, thermal current is found.

Active Volume

\pproximatefy 60% of the current increase is found to anneal away with a temperature time constant Annealing constants has been
determined with some accuracy and can be used to correct for annealing that occurs between the irradiation and the time of
measurement This correction must also include the annealing that occurs during the irradiation. The uncertainty In the very shortest
Ime annealing time constants leads to corresponding In precisely comparing different measurements. In the fluenoe expected for the

i-HC operation, the typical irradiation periods are months to years and the shortest times constants are of Tittle concern. The pragmatic
and more accurate approach of measuring the currents after approximately 1 month of annealing at room temperature (when the

sympiotic current has been reached) yields the so called a and is measured at 20°C.This value of the damage constant makes for

more consistent comparison between measurements.

b ActiveVolume

In the comparison of different Irradiation measurements, account must be taken of the different beams, including particle type and
-Tergy spectrum. A successful recipe that is followed in this regard, assumes that the bulk damage caused by a particle beam Is

tearty dependent an the displacement damage cross section, which Is turn proportional to the non-ionising energy loss (NIEL) of the
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particle In the aflfcon lattice. (The so-called NIEL Hypothesis.) In this model an equivalent fluence can be calculated for all irradiation
beams, choosing as the normafcaflon 1MeV neutrons, for which Ihe displaceiriert darrage cross sectfon Is 95MeVmb.
The anneafingd the ntftafon induced currert
decay firms, -s, to give an overall annealing function (at room temperature Tn):

4

It has been found that the temperature dependence of the annealing function can be well represented by a temperature dependent
seeing of the time axis given by:

itii
5

The Ei corresponds to an effective energy level corresponding to a eqtvarent generation centre which is responsible for the radiation
Induced current and has been found to have a valuel .09±0.14eV.

The strong temperature dependence of the reverse current can be used to compensate the radiation induced current increase by
towering the operating temperature. The loss of signal collection after radiation damage can be minimised by operating with an over-
depletion bias. However, the change of the effective charge carrier density is more problematic.

Radiation induced displacement damage changes the effective charge carrier density in a way that is well described by effective donor
removal and acceptor creation. Stable changes in Neff are observed, in addition to time varying effects, initially, some of the change in
N* anneals out After approximately 15 days at room temperature, reverse annealing Is observed which results in ALr Increasing with
time. The change in Neff can thus be described by equation 8.

where the stable defect term Is

The temperature dependent reverse annealing term Is well described by a second order model of the Hamburg group and can be
written

where

*X0 (*) = * ! " * 9

Pion Damage
Results are now available on irradiation of a range of detectors by positive and negative pions for fluences up to 10" cm* and 1 0 " cm-
2, respectively. The energy dependence of the damage has been investigated in the range 65 to 330MeV. The data were taken at the
Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI). The highest fluence runs were taken with 350 MeVA: positive pions beams of peak with fluxes to 7x10»
enr* $-'. The position na profite of the pion beam was monitored with an XY-Chamber. The time dependence of the flux was monitored
with an ionisatlon chamber and the overall fluence was determined via aluminium foil activation. A range of n-type detectors was used,
most were single pad detectors. One group exposed segmented detectors.

Results for current damage constant, c c , obtained from the energy scan are shown (The labels on the data represent the groups
involved: Do:Dortmund University. ECPrCERN ECP Division; HHrHamburg University; PPE^ERN PPE division. On these data has
been placed a curve from Hurrtjnen and Aamlo, arbitrarily normalised to the data. It is seen that the data are In broad agreement with
the expected energy dependence, with no abnormal enhancement evident in the region of influence of the A-rosonance region.

The expected linear dependence of (he volume current with fluence is observed. A fit to the slope yields a value a»f= (9.4±0.2)x10-" A
cm-1, when corrected by the NIEL predawn to the 1MeV neutron equivalent fluence, this corresponds to ofa*«= (10.i±0.2}x10-ff A cm-
\ which falls within the range of measured neutron Induced damage constants of 7-11x10-17 A cm-1.
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Signal charge collection efficiency was also measured, using the ratio of the charge collection after irradiation to the charge collection
before irradiation.

Co

A consistent charge loss of approximately 10% per 1MeV neutron equivalent fluence of 10" nan* is seen in all data presented. The
importance of the over bias to ensure optimum CCE, however, should be emphasised.

Material Dependence
The behaviour of detectors made from different starting materials was also investigated by the Hamburg group. Table 2 shows the
characteristics of the materials and detectors used. A variety of starting values for the effective charge carrier concentrations, Including
p-type samples, thicknesses and processing methods were inducted. Typically four detectors were used from each wafer type. A broad
range of neutron fluence exposures were carded out at the Phystkalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt (PTB), Braunschweig with a fluence
determination to better that 5%.

The key damage constants are listed In Table 2. The stable damage constants Noo and gc are somewhat correlated as seen. The 4*=0
Intercept gives Ato and the slope gc The stope term dominates when fluences are greater than about 10" cm* There is evidence In
this data that the initially p-type material may have a slightly smaller value to the slope. The various n-type samples have a consistent
value.

Reverse annealng measurements show no dependence on the starting material up to defect concentrations of 5x10u cm-1. This is also
reflected in the consistent value of the parameter gr as listed in the table. This would indicate that the reverse annealing effects are
related to intrinsic radiation induced defects or Impurities with concentrations much greater than 5x10* .such as oxygen and carbon,
and not due to impurities with low concentration like phosphorus and boron.

Tables

Plant
Number or detected 6 4 8

0.1fi±0.13 O.OfitO.05 0.24*0.16
2.510.3 1.5±0.1 2.&H3.3
6.9*0.3 4.3*0.1 8.3*0.7

NoUMfl

Table 1

O.QB-0.33 0.4-0.7
1.810.4 1-2*3.6
4.6±1.6 5.8*1.4

Wafer
935
936
834
BRBI
M1

Material/
Wackarfn
Wodncflp
Wackarin
TasWh
WKkar/h

DkxteTyp"
9urtao9B.t
SurtacaB.'
SurtaceB.'
lenUnpLn

lonlmpl.»

320

OS
376
280

MU>
QA&
•0S6
0.44
2.48
1.38

Nf9
0.16*0.13
0J00±OJ>3
0^4±0.0S

0.75*0.45
-

2.5*1.3
1.5±0.5
2M02
2JMA

Or
SA*OJ3
5.1*0.2
5.3*0.3
5.4±0.1

5.6*0.8
tManufadured by UrWeraly Hwnbuo. "ManufKtured by UnhwrtyBraffl*wa.«ManutaduredbyMPIMurcfien

Tabto2 0wadeftstks«xlrn«xuod(IarT«ge(xostartfifw<j8t«ch«lrDm
eonsantt ar« nmetead to * • 1 M«v neubon equtvatwt fluenoet.
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